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It has been a year which began and ended with significant international events, the 
Gulf War and the visit by U.S. President George Bush, but there can be no doubt 
that domestic politics dominated Australia in 1991. Overwhelming all else was one 
of the most amazing political contests this country has witnessed, the battle for the 
Prime Ministership of the nation, from within the governing Labor Party. It was a 
battle which destabilised policy making in many arenas of government activity 
throughout the year and, in the environment of one of the worst recessions to be 
felt in Australia, created the perfect opportunity for a revitalised opposition to 
begin to capture the initiative on economic management issues and maintain a clear 
margin over the government in the polls. 

Other major political events of 1991 included: 

* 

* 

* 

A series of measures announced by the government aimed at addressing 
the deteriorating economic situation set in the midst of the parameters of 
a divisive debate over whether economic policy should remain basically 
unchanged and the market allowed to run its course, or whether selected 
interventionist measures should be enacted. The results - a March 
industry package, a May economic statement, the budget, a November 
employment statement, and much talking down of interest rates - seemed 
to please neither camp and were received as marginal and incremental in 
the manner in which they addressed the nation's short to medium term 
economic difficulties. 

The continuation of the Prime Minister's New Federalism programme 
which, despite the final Special Premiers' Conference which stalled on the 
question of tax sharing, produced an impressive list of micro-economic 
reforms, substantial co-operation between federal and state political 
leaders and officials, and the creation of new structures and new processes 
for dealing with intergovernmental relations. The initiatives also included 
the beginning of a longer term review of the constitutional system in the 
light of Australian and overseas experience. 

The launch in November of the opposition's "Fightback Package" which 
caught most political observers by surprise in that the much vaunted 
consumption tax was but one element of a series of more fundamental 
policy initiatives in economic and social areas. The debate continues 
about the accuracy of the package's contents, assumptions, and impacts, 
but there can be no doubt that it has shaken up political discussion and 
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produced much more distinctive and competing visions of Australia's 
economic future, between our major parties. 

Highly significant reforms to the rules governing political advertising 
driven mainly by the very expensive nature of television advertising and 
the n;sultant potential for corruption and dubious political practices. The 
controversial changes which substantially curb the amount of permitted 
paid political advertising have the potential to affect dramatically 
Australia's electoral behaviour. 

The centenary of Australia's oldest political party, the Australian Labor 
Party, and efforts to reform the structure and decision-making powers 
within the Party which would see some decline in the influence of trade 
unions. An unprecedented tied ballot for the presidency of the party, and 
some shifts towards privatisation of public enterprises. 

Unusual instability in Australia's major minority party, the Australian 
Democrats, and a prolonged and harmful campaign accompanying their 
change of parliamentary leadership. 

Pronounced turbulence in state politics with the rise of vocal and powerful 
independents, troublesome upper houses in many states where the 
government does not have the majority, an early unpredicted cliff-hanger 
election in New South Wales, constitutional crisis in Tasmania leading 
ultimately to a minority government and the calling of an election for 
February 1992, continued fallout from fiscal scandals in Western Australia 
and South Australia, and political behaviour in Queensland. 

Some setbacks to the growing influence of the trade union movement as 
the industrial commissions and tribunals across the nation begin to 
introduce elements of enterprise bargaining and contradict aspects of the 
Accord. 

Continued disenchantment with Australia's banking system resulting in the 
presentation of the report of a parliamentary committee's inquiry into the 
banking system prescribing generally closer supervision and a revised role 
for the Reserve Bank itself, the subject of much controversy during the 
year as a result of accusations regarding its independence. 

Significant changes to some of Australia's major government enterprises, 
especially the rather haphazard restructuring of the telecommunications 
industry to permit entry of a second major private company to compete 
with the merged Telec;om and OTC, beginnings of the partial privatisation 
of the Commonwealth Bank, QANTAS, and Australian Airlines, and the 
difficult task of waterfront reform. 

A major debate over media ownership and media regulation, revolving 
mostly around the sale of Fairfax newspapers, and the scrutiny of the 
electronic media by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal. Constantly 

* 

* 

changing government policy pronouncements created a great deal of 
turmoil for the �edia industry which responded editorially in kind. 

39 

The continuation of the environment as a major long-term political issue 
for Australia, as in other countries. The decisions on the Resource 
Asse!,Sment Commission's reports, the fate of the Resource Security 
legislation, the Fraser Island compensation package and, late in the year, 
the reports from the committee network on Ecologically Sustainable 
Development, have revealed the immense difficulty which this nation is 
experiencing in striking a balance between economic development and 
environmental protection, especially in a period of such economic 
downturn. All of the structures and processes employed at national and 
state levels have not been able to mask the truly political trade-offs 
which are involved an� the volatility of the issue. 

A continued high profile for Australia in a myriad of foreign policy 
issues. The year saw Australia with a difficult range of matters handled 
forcefully and competently in the main, including involvement in the Gulf 
War, continued support for the UN and multilateralism, a settlement in 
Cambodia, containment of difficult relations with Malaysia and South 
Africa, swift reaction to atrocities in East Timor, keeping closely abreast 
of developments in the fragmentation of the Soviet Union, and required 
realignments and recognition of new states, pressut.!l for reforms in 
GAIT, culminating in strong support for the closing phases of the 
Uruguay Round and an assertive stance towards both the EEC and the 
USA over their trade protection policies with their harmful fallout on 
Australian primary production. 

• •  

THE LEADERSHIP ISSUE 

On Thursday, December 19th, Bob Hawke, Australia's second longest serving 
Prime Minister and longest Labor incumbent, was voted out of office by his own 
caucus on a vote of 56 to 51. The incident was unprecedented in Australian 
history for a number of reasons. Never before had a Labor Prime Minister been 
removed by his own party whilst in government; the leadership tussle which had 
gone on for most of 1991 followed revelations of an unprecedented written 
agreement between the Prime Minister and his Treasurer signed by two witnesses 
that there would be a change of leadership mid-term despite assurances to the 
electorate at the 1990 election that the Prime Minister would serve a full term; the 
Secretary of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Mike Codd, in line 
with the new procedures of five-year review for public service positions, offered 
his resignation but, at the same time, created a precedent which may be seen as 
taking Australia even further towards Washminster style politics in Australia, 
especially in terms of the politics/administration interface and perhaps in terms of 
presidential style government. 
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